N4974

ISO C++ Meeting Conference - information

Wroclaw, 18-23.11.2024
The final dates and accommodation

The final meeting dates are: **18-23.11.2024** (Monday-Saturday). The hotel that is appropriate for this event and that meets the requirements is DoubleTree by Hilton Wroclaw localized in the city centre which will be a perfect place to stay.
The nearest airport and its distance to meeting facility

The nearest and only airport in Wroclaw is Wroclaw Airport at Graniczna 190 Street. The distance between the airport and DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel is about 11 km.

The meeting facility and hotel

The conference rooms are in the same place as the hotel – DoubleTree by Hilton Wroclaw. We highly recommend staying in this hotel as it has spacious rooms, a restaurant with various types of food, adequate amount of conference rooms and a big ballroom suitable for hosting events for many people. Additionally, there is a gym, swimming pool and a lot of restaurants nearby.

You can register your room using this link.
Near touristic attractions

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel is localized just in the bustling city centre which allows the participants to sightsee Wroclaw.

Here are the main attractions and their distance from the facility:

- The Market Square (800 metres)
- The Raclavice Panorama (100 metres)
- The National Forum of Music (1 kilometre)
- The Oder Boulevards (500 metres)
- The Centennial Hall (3 kilometres)
- ZOO and Aquarium (3 kilometres)
Available transportation from the airport

There is no suitable train from Wroclaw Airport to the city centre. Neither there is a subway in Wroclaw. Please consider taking a bus (with change for tram) or a taxi.

If you want to go by bus, there are two options, each one of them containing changing modes of public transport:

1. Take the **bus 106** heading to **DWORZEC GŁÓWNY (DWORCOWA)** – get off the bus at **SMOLECKA** bus stop – wait for **tram 23** heading to **KOWALE** or **tram 13** heading to **STADION OLIŃSKI** – get off the tram at **GALERIA DOMINIKAŃSKA** stop – go by foot to DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel (you will see it from the tram, it is about 5-7 minutes from the stop)

2. Take the **bus 129** heading to **POŚWIĘCKA (OŚRODEK ZDROWIA)** – get off the bus at **KWISKA** bus stop – go to tram stop 10 metres from the bus stop - wait for **tram 3** heading to **KSIĘŻE MAŁE** or **tram 12** heading to **STADION OLIŃSKI** – get off the tram at **GALERIA DOMINIKAŃSKA** stop – go by foot to DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel (you will see it from the tram, it is about 5-7 minutes from the stop).

Travelling by bus takes about 50-60 minutes, depending on the traffic jams.
Available transportation from the airport

If you want to go by taxi, you can call:
an Uber – it will cost approximately 60-80 PLN,
a Bolt – 45-60 PLN,
a Free Now – 45-60 PLN.
In the search write down: Port Lotniczy Wroclaw – DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Wroclaw.

Travelling by taxi takes about 40-50 minutes, depending on the traffic jams.

Contact details

If you want more information, here are the contact details that you may need:
Podwale 84, Wroclaw
T +48 71 777 00 00
wroclaw.info@hilton.com
wroclaw.doubletree.com